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The Pace Report
Frank Davila

sions, the judicial model as illus·
trated by traditional legal courses
in Property or Contracts. Students
would be required to comprehend
and appreciate the value of case
decisions. A simulation of the
Moot Court appellate advocacy
presentation would be expected at
the end of the first semester.
The second semester of the "Simulation Course" would emphasize Public law areas, including
legislative and administrative
sources of the law. Students
would research, analyze and develop law from the raw policy
stage, then mold it into statutory
or regulatory law by the semester's end. The purpose of the
course is to facilitate greater understanding of the legislative process as it relates to the judicial
process.
Dean Ehren describes his course
as combining the case-method
training with policy advocacy
skills. Policy advocacy would expand the traditional view of one
opponent vs. one opponent since
the legislative process often re·
presents numerous views and
groups. Conceivably, prospective
attorneys should be prepared to
oppose several views if necessary
to reach a satisfactory, wellnegotiated result.
Dean Ehren believes that the

Dean Charles A. Ehren, Jr. has
presented the Curriculum Committee with a major proposal
which, if accepted by the entire
faculty, would drastically change
the requirements the first year.
Sandy Jones
The "Pace Report" has been
submitted for review and analysis.
The committee will examine Dean
Ehren's ''Simulation Course" to
determine whether the course is
feasible at Valparaiso School of
of the R>rum. Congratulations
Law.
Frank, and enjoy the $100.
This "Simulation Course" was
Sandra had the honor of being drafted by Ehren while he was
a co- author of an article pub- Dean at Pace School of Law in
lished in.Socjal Behayjor and Per- White Plains, New York. The
sonality, 4 ( 2): 225-31 ( 1976). course was designed to develop
Done at the University of Illinois legal writing and research skills
at Champpign-Urbana, the article beyond the requirements of tradiis titled: Ethnic Preference of tional Legal Problems classes. The
_ Col1ege ~tudents for Their Own "Simulations Course" as prepared
and Other Racial Groups. Conwas not submitted for faculty regratulations on being published in view at Pace.
such an early stage in your legal
The Course is designed to
career Sandy. We expect to hear occupy a full one-third of the first
about more such successes.
year student's time, e.g. five hours
out of fifteen1 hour semester,
both semesters== a total of 10
hours. The course would in troduce students to problem-solving,
research, and writing by studying
all sources of the law. The emphasis during the first semester
would be upon appellate deci'Ihe SBA Halloween smash is
Saturday, October 29, in the basement of the Lembke Hotel. A live
band will play from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Free refreshments will include a heavily spiked cider and
beer.
There will be prizes awarded for
costumes, but no one is obligated
to wear anything but their normal
bemused law student expression.
The evening is completely free to
THE VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY
law students, since SBA $$$ has
funded the event.

Writer's Cramp
A resounding congratulations is
due two of our third year classmates, Frank Davila and Sandra
Jones.
Frank Davila was selected as
the third prize winner in a nation
wide legal essay competition sponsered by the Mexican American
Legal Defense Educational Fund.
Frank's essay was entitled: In Anticipation of Bakke y Regents of
_the Upjyersjty gf Qaljfprpja· The
A p p r pprjate Constj tutional

Standard of Reyjew Frank's essay
will be published in the next issue

News Shorts
Moot Court
Our moot court team members
are making final preparations for
their journey to the Daley Center,
November 3 and 4, 1977.
The final draft of the brief has
been typed and mailed. Lastminute suggestions from coaches
Professors Gromley and Willis are
being incorporated into the oral
presentations. Questions and more
questions are being asked and answered as the team practices.
Moot Court needs our support
and encouragement. 'Ihe team will
present their final rehearsal for
the student body on Wednesday,
November 2, tiri\e still to be announced.
Moot Court competition is a
vigorous example of appellate oral
advocacy. Our team has worked
hard. We urge all law students to
drive into Chicago for the first
round of competition. We are
proud of the teamj they represent
Valparaiso well. We wish them the
best of luck in the tournament!

Bakke

Early next month, the Forum
will sponser an election t'"" determine how VU law students think
the U.S. Supreme Court will rule
on the case of .Allen Bakke v. The
Board of Regents of the UniveL·
sity of California.
Bakke is an important case for
all prospective attorneys regardless of their personal beliefs on
affirmative action programs.
We want to find out how Valpo
law students would like the case
to be decided. This will be everyone's chance to play judge. The
results of the election will then be
computed and announced in the
November issue of the Forum.
Please read about the case. It is
on reserve at the Library desk. Be
as informed as possible and vote
as aware individuals.

V.lP. ·

visitors International Program
is a subcommittee of Professional
Activities of the SBA. One of its
functions is to obtain speakers for
the law school community. This
includes obtaining the law day
speaker.
Presently efforts are being
made to obtain Barbara Jordan as
the law day speaker. If we are not
able to obtain Ms. Jordan we will
need to seek another individual.
We are asking that any suggestions as to such individuals be
submitted to VIP through our fellow students.
Please leave any suggestions in
the SBA drop box in the SBA
office downstairs.

@iiJ- Po. r~

Socratic method of teaching law is
the "best pedagogical invention of
modem time." The philosophy of
this "Simulations Course" honors
the existing system of legal education and also attempts to focus
upon lawyering skills, including
drafting, writing, counseling, negotiation, and oral advocacy.
Substantially, "the spectrum of
courses offered in the ·curriculum
would establish a national orientation," Dean Ehren wrote in his
"Pace Report." The second and
third year emphasis would continue to develop skills-training,
problem-solving, and clinical
work.
Notice that offering ten hours
in one year of study will require
some reworking of the entire law
school curriculum. The "Simulations Course" as designed would
offer one semester of Civil Procedure and would postpone the
Criminal Law course until second
or third year.
This proposal has been submitted to the Curriculum Committee for review. Any comments,
or questions should be addressed
to the faculty directly, through
representative Bob Zentz or
through the Forum.
If adopted, the course could be
instituted as early as the Fall of
1979.
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Curriculum Committee Report
-A Subjective Perspective

Women Law Students~ Association held elections October 2..77
and four new officers were el~ct
ed. Edie Harsh, first-year student, by Gail Hamm and Bob Zentz
was elected as Secretary for the
Stu dent-faculty appointments
1977-78·scbool year. Also elected
.
have
been made and last week the
to office were; Julie Blackburn,
first-year class representative; Curriculum Committee took iniGlenda Drinkhahn, seond-year tial measures to provide "quality
class representative, and Loretta education" at Valparaiso School
Sheridan, third-year class repre- of Law. Or so they said. What
sentative.

resulted from the meeting can
best be summarized as not in the
best interests of the students.
Bob Zentz, the only student
representative on this five~
committee, summarized the proposals under consideration. The
Committee re-examined the ques-"
tion of acceleration of law stuCongratulations to all the new . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - dents so some may graduate after
officers. It is interesting to note
IN MEMORIUM
completing two and a half years
that WLSA had over 95% turnout
of study. This has been an option
for elections. There are still six
available to students who for perpositions to be filled for this
sonal or financial reasons chose
school year. Two representatives
not to prolong this madness any
from each class are still needed.
longer than necessary. AdditionalAnyone interested in filling
ly, Zentz argued, the State Bar of
these positions can contact Deb
Indiana permits such acceleration
Luzietti, or Lin Scharback
but leaves the specific graduation
requirements up to the individual
law schools.
The Curriculum Committee,
composed of Professors Dawson,
Gromley, Meyer, Martz, and
Nelson unanimously defeated acDue to the diligent efforts of
celeration, 4-1 (Meyer absent) .
Gene Schoon, George Burgasser,
Practically, this decision- now to
and Anna Frigyesi, lockers will
be approved by the entire facultysoon be available for student use.
eliminates an opportunity of 1)
The lockers will be approximately
graduating early, 2) becoming an
12 inches by 12 inches by 18 inchattorney before graduation or 3)
es, and will require the user to
THOMAS F. REINOLD
receiving a quality education in
provide a lock.
less than six semesters. The logic,
If you are interested, the lockovember 6, 1950 - October 24, 1977 it seems, is based upon an assumpers will be available for a charge of
tion that quality education is defive dollars per semester. In order
finitely related to how long one
to determine how many lockers
The members of the Class of stays here. Apparently six semesare needed, we are asking interest- 1979, and all students of the Law
ters provide a "better" quality
ed students to fill out any applica- School, grieve deeply at the loss
education than four. That seems a
tion which is available in the law of their friend and classmate, curious conclusion since well over
school office ..,At the time of fill- Thomas E Reinhold. We join with
80% of our present accelerating
ing out the aplication, it will be
the administration and faculty in students have already passed the
required that you pay the five
extending our deepest sympathies Indiana Bar Exam. Does the
dollar charge.
to the members of his family. We faculty conclude that quality eduThe deadline for filling out this will remember him, and we will cation is not measured by successapplication is November 14th, and
miss him.
ful entrance into the profession?
at such time we will determine
Perhaps the most disturbing dehow many lqckers to obtain. The
c ision to pass the Curriculum
lockers will be available upon The Members of the Class of '79 Committee was the suggestion
your retum from semester break. . .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • that Constitutional Law shall be

Lockers

Available

(not should or might be) a prerequisite to several electives, including administrative law. The
proposal passed the faculty unanimously 5-l ( Meyer present )with
Zentz dissenting.
The Constitutional Law requirement may have been connected to Professor Nelson's presence on the Committee. Perhaps
he desires to have all students
begin their post-first year education with him. Perhaps he will
draft a memo supporting the
notion.
This requirement means that if
any of those courses offered in
summer school sessions between
1st and 2nd years demanded ConLaw pre-requisites, students
would be precluded from taking
those courses until after the third
semester. Thus, no student would
have enough credits or courses to
take the Bar Exam earlier than
February of their last year.
The effect of these proposals
together renders student initiative
in the law school process meaningless. Students are having less and
less control over the direction of
the preparation in this business
(Profession?) Students have very
few choices left these aays.
The trade-off between what the
faculty terms "quality education"
and what ,the students know is
self-taught legal education in the
guise of quality education. Course
requirements do not result in
quality education. Quality teaching methods and quality facultystudent relationships do.
The apparent goals of the
Curriculum Committee cannot be
shared by those of us concerned
about students' rights and student
responsibility in student-directed
education. The trade-off is not
satisfactory.

Now Is the Winter
of our Discontent
As early as tlze second issue of the Fonnn we were
bombarded with requests to comment upon a situation
that was aggravating a majority o j the first year class
and a portio11 of the second and third year classes.
We decided not to make any comments until more
formal chmmels of communication and complaint were
explored. We wanted to see what the results of working
within tlze system would be.
Tt e are refering to the recent dissatisfaction expressed
about the teaching methods employed and the subject
matter covered by Professor Potter.
We are satisfied with our decision to put off making
any comments and give no apology for doing so.
Fel!lings on the subject were hot and angry, re. inforced by extreme antagonism and dissatisfaction. In
light of such feelings and antagonism (justified or not at
the time) we felt there would be little chance of
presenting viewpoints that would be fair to both sides.
However, the situation has cooled down and returned
to manageable proportions and it now appears that
both parties can view each other's position reasonably
and dispassionately.
We are not entirely pleased with how using formal
channels worked out. It is not right to refuse to discuss
student complaints with appointed members of the
S.B.A. Standing Committee on Student Grievances.
Be that as it may, such attempts to bring existing problems to the attention of
Professor Potter and to find a solution, or at least gain
an explanation, did succeed.
Professor Potter tendered a full explanation of his
teaching methods and his expectations from the class
members to his first year students. While certainly there
may still be some dissatisfaction, the Criminal Law
students now know what is expected of them and the
ugly antagonism that we heard so frequently has halted
or at least considerably mellowed.
Though not over-enthusiastic about the idea at first,
he has provided the Land Acquisition students with the
speakers we requested, gone out of his way to speak to
outside sources, and hunted up extra teaching materials,
which we appreciate. At our request he has agreed to go
back and cover a section on Tax that we consider vital.
That, too, is appreciated.
We may still be very unhappy that the course was
drastically changed from what we wanted and we may
still feel the value of the course is not as high as last
Y,_ear; but that is hardly Professor Potter's fault.
The fault lies with the administration and faculty
hiring practices. Professor Potter had no control over
the subject matter assi~ned to him.
Apparently he is doing the best he can
with it. But this School has the duty to provide us wit~
a diverse, experienced faculty well-versed in the
subject-matter they (will) teach. Jn no manner can we
claim we are diverse ( 9 out of 18 {acultv members
gt·aduated from Valpo Univ. or fuw School) and we
feel this 'in-breeding" does not increase the chances of
well-qualified and_ experienced teachers becoming our
professors.
However, we do not have any voice concerning what
faculty is hired.
That facet of our education is
entirely in the hands of the administration - faculty.
· If qualifications of those hired
are not as they should be, we are the ones to suffer.
Unfortunately, there is little we can do as we do not
have a Standing Committee with the voice· to review
and make recommend:ations concerning candidates for
positions within the School. Right now we can only
hope that in the future faculty qualifications will
become higher and new faculty will indeed improve the
quality and value of our legal education. T.K/8-N.M

,

The Deadly Sin
Well, it's desperate hour. Here I
am again), halfway through the
semester and I don't know
"nuthin' about anything". I really
tried this time. I told myself at
the beginning of the year that I
would brief all the cases and read
nothing, except 25 pound hornbooks. ("The road to Hell, etc"). I
did however, attend almost all of
the classes, which may explain
why I don't know anything.
What can a person do when she
is 3,0V9 pages behind in the reading? Yesterday, Iwas onpage 87
of one casebook, (the class in on
459). Anyways, I was reading
Dombrowski v. Pfister this terrific
case, and all of a sudden my feet
walked themselves the the phone.

Yes, I confess, I did it. My fingers
dialed (312) 376-1711.
Before drumming me out of the
corps, consider firstly the irresistable impulse rule, and secondly,
whether I am getting away with
anything. Instead of reading 100
pounds of casebooks ~· I get to
read 100 pounds of Nutshells,
Gilberts, etc. Yes, I know I won't
-develope an analytical mind if I
do not immurse myself in those
deadly dull cases. But, take heart,
my analytical mind is tired. f Jf
after two years, there is a single
cell in my brain . that can analyze
anything, I am going to save it
until the real thing comes along.
So, fellow travellers, write in
and let's discuss obscene. literature, i.e. Chicago Outline,

intention of the author. Instead, I
have secured peace of mind in the
unassailable conclusion that susDear Co-Editors:
picion (like beauty and obscenity)
This letter will attempt to delies in the eyes of the beholdressscribe for the benefit of the stues. In support of this conclusion, I
dent body the policies behind
would cite any editorial which has
holding tutorial sessions for
appeared in this year's "Forum."
specially admitted minority stuMy faith in this conclusion is such
dents in first-year classes. Frankly,
that I would not exclude the
my purpose in writing is to deal
editorial which ' will appear in this
with the perennial rumors that
issue although, quite obviously, I
spread through the Law school as
have yet to see it.
examination time ap:roaches and
More serious, however, was the
that ascribe to the tutorials
"Forum's" reference to my "tiny
purposes and meanings
car." My Honey Bee was suffiwhich are false and sometimes
ciently embarassed by its temfantastic.
porary incapacity to receive entry
First, the School of Law is
on the driver's side without such
. committed to an affirmative
handicap being spread on the
action program promoting the
legal education for persons in cerpages of the largest law school
newspaper in Northwest Indiana.
tain minority groups. Some (but
Not only was its hum muffled by
not all) of our students who are
members of those minority groups
this cheap journalistic, indecent
exposure of its erroneous zone, its
have beenspecially admitted purpride lost its sting. Consider, if
suant to relaxed admission standards applicable to them. Accord
you will, what it does to one's
ing to statistical ' prediction and reputation to be known as having
actual experience, these specially
been wrong-side ended (or entered
admitted students can be classias the case may be). Because of
fied as "high risk" when ·comwidentery (Sic-the Editors) difficulties carefully explained by
pared to others in the school.
Professor Stevenson (but which
neither my Honey Bee nor I unThe first concern, as stated
derstood), we have abandoned our
above, leads to a second: it would
be unwise, unrealistic, and unhelpintention to sue for libel. I am
ful to admit special minority stuhappy to report, however, that
dents without , collateral support
my Honey Bee has recovered (and
programs. Ina addition to the tubeen recovered) and, once again,
torials, these students are allowed
all the bee are buzzing 'round my
honey.
to omit Civil Procedure in the first
year (taking it later), and they are
Suspiciously Yours, Alfred W.
held to lower retention stand~ds
Meyer
at the entl of the second and third
semesters. It should be noted that
Dear Dean (Sic) Meyer:
the graduation requirements are
the same for all students.
Finally, the purpose of the tu-· One word : Bizarre!
torials is very limited ,and essenThe Editors (However- apologies
tially mundane. Principally, they
to Honey Bee)
aim to review, to identify areas of
misunderstanding, and to give
some practice in exam taking. R>r
50 minutes a week, each first year
instructor, in various ways, entertains questions, summarizes the
week, or gives practice questions.
My Dear Friend,
Despite these efforts, the attrition
rate among these students has
I know of no serum fit to stibeen high while it is insignificant
mulate the violent natural inclifor all other groups.
nations that you crave, and if I
I know of no way to deny or
did, I think I should obtain a
explain away rumors in advance.
patent and become rich. VolunIn the past we have heard that
tary surrender to our female counspecial "answers" are revealed in
terparts is the proper remedy. It is
the tutorials and that exam questhe most natural state of man and
tions are disclosed in advance.
woman, and there rore the state in
Neither is done. '
which most law students are likely
It is not true either that the
to find solid happiness. It is the
Black Students are the only stu
male and female united together
dents. Only those specially adthat makes the complete human
mitted are allowed to attend, and
being and formidable academici~
members of other minority groups Separate, she wants his softness,
are included.
sensibility, ati.d acute discernment;
My hope is that students will
he, her force of body and strength
consider the sound purposes and
of reason. A dysfunctional law
policies of theLaw School in this
school male has not nearly the
matter and our desire to
concentration and staying power
implement them effectively when
that he would have in the state of
confronted with stories about the
romantic entanglement.
tutorials which, I would hope,
sound a bit improbable.

5%?

Cordially,
Philipp

Brockington

Assistant

Dean

Meyer Replies
Dear Editorpersons:
I write to comment, on two
references to me and mine in. the
last issue of the "Forum" : 1 )
" Dean (Sic) Meyer has a suspicious sense of justice and fair
play" and 2) the "question for the
day: Why does Professor Meyers
(Sic) ( there is only one of meThank God, you say?) enter his
tiny car from the passenger's
side?"
With regard to (1) above, I have
resisted the temptation to view it
has a compliment since reflection
suggests that such was not the

*

It is therefore apparent that the
sexual dysfunction of most laW
school men will be greatly reduced through intimate contact
with the law women. In all our
amours we should prefer law
school women to all others. My
reasons are these:
1. Because they have more
knowledge of the world, and their
minds are better stored with observations, their conversation is
more improving and more lastingly agreeable.

2. Because when women cease
to be handsome they study to be
good. To maintain their influence
over men, they supply the dimunition of beauty by an augmentation of utility. They learn to do
a thousand services small and
great, and are the most tender and
useful of friends when you are
sick or toothless. Thus they continue amiable. And hence there is
hardly such a thing to be found as
a law school woman who is not
great in bed.
3. Because through more
experience they are more prudent
and discreet in conducting intrigue to prevent suspicion. The
commerce with them is therefore
safer with regard to your reputation. And with regard to theirs,
if the affair should happen to be
known, considerate people might
be rather inclined to excuse a law
school woman, who would kindly
take care of a troubled young
man, form his style by her good
counsel and carnal desires, and
prevent his ruining his health and
fortune among mercenary p r ostitutes.
4. Because in every animal
that walks upright the deficiencies
upon comparison can be ignored.
So, in covering all above with a
basket, and regarding only what is
below the girdle, it is impossible
of two women to tell the lawyer
from the civilian. And as in the
dark all cats are gray, the pleasure
of corporal enjoyment with a law
school woman is at least equal,
and frequently superior, every
knack being, by practice, capable
of improvement.
5. Because the sin is less. The
debauchingJOf:a virgin may be her
ruin, and make her for life unhappy.
6. Because the compunction is
less. The having made another
girl miserable may make you frequent bitter relection, none of
which can attend the making of a
law school woman (happy).
7th and lastly. They are so
grateful! So much for my advice. If not consoled, see D.
Burton. I understand she is in
need of patients.
Your affectionate friend, Edward
Grafton. p.s. My apologies to
Benjamin Franklin.

~
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In Land Acq.

I

1

TO SURVIVE.

TO IMPROVE the methods and
substance ofhis teaching.
A few students were apparently
heard.
Somehow.
The Dean listened a little.
So did THIS MAN. THIS MAN said YES, there had
been a problem.
But we would try to get better.
Said he wanted to open the
lines of communication with the
students. . . And the Dean and
TillS MAN and the students were
INDEED.
relieved and hopeful that things
Some students complained.
would change. THIS MAN went
Some students cried.
Some students screamed and back to the classroom.
BRAVE MAN.
shouted
And he lectured, and studied
Some spoke quietly about the
and researched.
man.
He was more often prepared.
A few spoke quietly to the
Though not always.
man.
He told students what to
Most didn't know what to do.
expect.
SBA investigated.
Not what to think
THE FORUM waited.
It is too soon to announce
First-year students prayed for a
success.
miracle-or at least a change.
Not too soon to asume there
Land Acq. students asked for
will
be success.
outside speakers.
THIS MAN is trying. And the
students are listening.
~ ANDLO.
THIS MAN is better.
Somehow, somewhere, someStudents notice.
way the process itself made things
TillS MAN is OK.
a little better.
ALMOST'
At least bearable.
Students are beginning to
At least tolerable.
A few brave students went to believe.
ALMOST.
see the Dean.
They are cautious still.
A few even got to speak with
But no longer afraid.
' him.
No longer angry.
They told the facts.
No longer frustrated.
Told him this man was OK-a
The tension is gone.
victim of this faculty recruitment
The hostility has passed.
- process.
Things are better.
Told him THIS MAN deserved
This crisis is over.
an opportunity :

your time to Mr. Potter in his
search for gathering the tools to
become a better teacher.
In closing, I would like to
thank Mr. Potter for the efforts he
has already made in improving his
teaching methods and for the
effort he will extend in the future.
Thank you faculty for the time I
know you will give to Mr. Potter
in his attempts to improve his
methods. Personally, I feel that
every attempt that Mr. Potter has
made and will make are greatly
appreciated by the students. Our
only aim is to learn Land Acquisition and to ultimately be evaluated in a fair manner. This can be
achieved if we as students and
faculty act as a unit to achieve
this goal.

Laments of Student

Potter Poetry
THIS MAN began the semester as
a new professor.
He taught some courses he had
been assigned to teach .
He taught one course not so
well.
He taught the other one even
worse.
Students were frustrated.
Some students were angry.
Some students were afraid.
All students were concerned.
And no one would listen.

Pa e Three

FORUM

As a third year student, I feel
that I am entitled to a quality
education at the Valparaiso
School of Law for all three years.
Until my encounter with Mr.
Potter, I believed that the School
was supplying me with professionals in each respective field,
even if the teaching techniques of
a few were questioned. However,
the utilization of Mr. Potter in
Land Acquisition and Use is a
tremendous blunder. Mr. Potter
had had no experience either
scholastically or professionally in
the real estate area. He will admit
to not having a sufficient amount
of information in the field, he is
thus led to teach in what he calls
"sweeping generalities-" However,
when asked about a particular
sweeping generality he is unable
to give a cognizant answer, or any
answer at all.
Having been trained to be a
teacher, I also feel that Mr. Potter
did not initially spend an adequate amount of time in class
preparation. And even now he
does not know how to prepare for
class. He relies heavily on Notes
by students mentioned within the
text. which are not an excellent
resource. Recently, Mr. Potter has
been doing better. He has now
turned from case notes to the
primary source of cas~ law. He
does an adequate jobe of briefing
these cases for the class and giving
us the issue of law. However, each
case is a separate unit, and he
makes no attempt to draw the
naterial into a coherent analysis of
the entire subject area.
What I am attempting to state
is that Mr. Potter has definitely
progressed and I do appreciate his
effort. But there are still some
basic problems with his teaching
methods. Students can read the
cases and brief them but the professor should be the one to criti-

First Year
Voice

cize the decisions and discuss its
basis for application in the real
world.
The discussion above has been
critical of Mr. Potter but I feel
that this criticism
must be brought forward so that
we as students are the record as
being dissatisfied. Not only are we
being deprived of the necessary
learning process, but we are also.
concerned with the evaluation
that Mr. Potter will make when
exam time comes around. 'lbere
has even been a movement to
make the course pass/fail to avoid
the possibility of disasterous
grades. I personally feel it is too
late for that change.! am by no
means an oracle, but I would like
to offer a few suggestions, both to
Mr. Potter and the rest of the
faculty. Mr. Potter- Please ask
other faculty members for advice
in preparing your lectures and ultimately, your exam. Members of
the faculty, please give freely of
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Criminal Law, like Contracts
or Torts, is often very frustrating.
Frequently, after leaving Contracts or Torts class, discussion
among students about that particular day's class continues on for
several minutes. For many, it is
this short period which provides
the insight necessary to grasp the
concepts which were discussed in
class. After Criminal Law, however, a very different kind of discussion usually follows. It concerns, instead of problems with
the class material, dissatisfaction
with Mr. Potter. I share that dissatisfaction.
.
For the first eight weeks, . Mr.
Potter's teaching methods have
frequently been characterized by
high-handedness and overbearance
The class is often berated, as a
group, for asking ' dumb question and several discussions ended
abruptly with Mr. Potter's definitive "No more questions!", without ever coming to grips with the
issue of the moment.
There's
often a reluctance to ask
questions. At times, Mr. Potter's
style was so offensive that several
people have left the class visibly
angered. This is not a desirable
atmosphere for learning, and certainly, one which is not created in
any other classroom.
To his credit, Mr Potter attempted to defog many of these
problems last week: While I think
he succeeded, Mr. Potter seems- to
have raised another, and more important, question as to his approach to the subject matter of
Criminal Law. Stated very simply,
Mr. Potter intends to examine
only the facts or cases in the
casebook-nothing more. This approac.h was indicated hy Mr.
Potter by his statement that "I
know what is best for you". We
can only hope that he was right.
Mr. Potter is new to Valparaiso
and justly deserves a fair chance
to prove himself. Likewise, as a
first-year student, I am hoping to
get that same fair chance to get
the best legal education Valparaiso has to offer. Mr. Potter's
problems with the students to this
point, and his questionable approach to Criminal Law, makes
one seriously wonder whether we
are going to get the education in
Criminal Law.
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Presidential Corner
by Jill Olson
The SBA By-laws provide for a
number of standing student committees which deal in areas of a
specified nature. One of these
committees is the Student
Grievance Committee which was
designed to handle student complaints and concerns. ~cently
this Committee attempted to
meet a problem faced by a large
number of the student body see
SBA Minutes, October 12, 1977).,
but met with little success. As a
result of this attempt the role of
the Grievance Committee has
been questioned by several faculty
members and students.
Specifically, the By-Laws state
that:
student grievance committee
(student committee) shall provide
a forum for all student diffi.
culties, and shall further bring
those difficulties to the attention
of the executive board (of the
SBA) with recommended
solutions. • • . .(SBA By-Laws,
Part VII, Section 1, sub. 7 ).
Additionally, the SBA Constitution provides that the power of
interpretation lies with the SBA
Executive Board (Article Six) limited only by Article Seven
which states that nothing in the
Constitution should be construed
to interfere or conflict with the
authority of the President of the
University. Although the wording
of the By-Law subsection describing the Grievance Committee is
somewhat vague, the Executive
Board has interpreted the
committee's purpose as being pri·
marily fact-finding (see, for instance, SBA Minutes, September ·
2 3, 197 7 ). It was felt that before
the SBA presents the issue to the
Dean or appropriate administator
of the law school, the body
should be fully informed of all the
facts in a particular situation so
that it could accurately and adequately discuss the problem ang
offer possible solutions. In order
to get a complete picture of a
situation, it seems to be necessary
to talk to all parties who are
involved whether they be students, faculty member, or administrators. However, it has been
suggested that through this

Recently I've become more
process the committee is acting as concerned about the relationship
a sort of "grand jury"-and that · between men and women arising
such actions pose a threat to primarily from both sexes' awareacademic freedom.
This, of ness of . themselves and others
course, raises the question as to that the womens' liberation movewhat "academic freedom" consti- ment has nurtured. Today the retutes. Is it something which is lationship is one to be evaluated
only to protect the actions of objectively for the parties, partifaculty and administrators .from cularly the functions each wish to
interference, or does it also en- accomplish within the totality of
compass the students' privilege (or the relationship. It appears to me
that education is a great equalizer
is it a right?) to question the
academic experience, and all that among the sexes.
It is apparent that the sexual
it encompasses?
side of the relationship has not
It should be noted that the
equalized for some. I feel Linda
Grievance Committee, as are all
Burton averred to that idea.
other student committees, is
Burton, in the ~revious issue of
simply an extenstion of the SBA the FORUM, stated, "95% of all
body. It does not have indepenmale law students were terrific in
dent power to unleash against the
bed. 'lbe other 5% were Valpo law
unwary or the defenseless or even
students." In bringing this point
the strong. It simply ,does the
to light, Linda raised a necessary
legwork for the SBA before the and interesting point, obviously
issue is formally presented to the
not statistically accurate, but at
Dean and ad ministration for their least partially on point. In a preconsideration and, hopefully, solu- occupation of other matters while
tion. The Committee does not engaging in a sexual activity, a
presume to dictate what should be
man can become insensitive to the
other's desires resulting in sexual
done nor intimidate those individuals involved in a particular dysfunction. A lack of communication furthers the problem.
situation. All it wishes to do is
What Linda didn't address herfind out the facts. But if the
parties involved refuse to self to is the increasing female
cooperated in this venture, then sexual dysfunction arising from
effectively the Grievance the increased pressures of society.
'lbe mates of women professional
Committee is dead. Should this
happen? I do not find the students, whether it is medical,
Committee to be an offensive dental, law. or whatever, experianimal-what about the rest of ence that feeling of being left out
you? Please let me know. Thanks. in the cold. '!here is no type of

PHONE US at 462-6211
2110 NORTH CALUMET
VALPARAISO, IND.

coaxing that equals a full and
honest communication with your
partner to insure a harmonious
relationship. Rejection from
either sex, hurts. What I am saying
is that neither sex has a monopoly
on receiving only the blunt end of
human frailty.
. I've only used first-year classes
to make humor of the situation.
How the problem of lack of specific performance and negligence
due to a failure of a duty with
proximate cause combine for a
cause of action on a sexual basis.
The problem is serious and since
Valpariaiso has many married students, social, cultural, and professional programming should be
adjusted so that potential problems can be quashed before occurring.

31st a spooky evening come back
to me from childhood. Now is not
the time or the place ... '!he older
we become, the more I enjoy
Halloween as an event only adults
can enjoy, second only to large
office Christmas parties. '!here's
something to be said for a day
that allows everyone to act like
kids. D. Tony will be costumed
as a degenerate; therefore no
makeup or costume will be necessary.
N o w a b o u t t h at g r affiti ..• Graffiti has been described
as Lenny Bruce with a pen, or
dirty words on clean walls. Immediately after the last Out to
Lunch column became ink, two
ru-st-year women were anxiously
awaiting late evening so inspection
of the men's room could be accomplished with little interuption.
I do hope that they were excited
with their findings, because I
wasn't.

Halloween is almost here. Soaped windows, broken eggs, and all
the other tricks that make the

Female Conference
Ms. Feigen- Fa.steau also related
some "horror" stories from her
law school days at .Harvard. She
feels an important function of law
school is to integrate the law as it
relates to women into the traditional courses. Ms. Feigen-Fasteau
said the absence of such emphasis
was frustrating fbr her as she
attempted to integrate her personal and professional lives. She
stated it takes a "long time to
integrate her personal life with her
profession and thus treat traditional women's issues (E.g. Family
Law) in the entire scheme of
human-ness:

The Free to Be Female conference was held Saturday, Octo~er
22nd at Indiana Universiy,
Indianapolis. Three women from
our Women's Law Student Association attended, Debra Luzettij
Sally Sittler, and Gail Hamm.
Key note speaker Brenda
Feigen-Fasteau highlighted the
day's activities. Ms. FeigenFasteau informed us that the
Equal Rights Amendment is in
trouble. Ratification may be in
jeopardy due to well- financed,
well-organized efforts of conservative activists. But, she finished,
"however we get the ERA, we
have to get it! "
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THE FORUM

Do It In The Kitchen
bJ Indiana

This issue we have a guest chef!
' Luscious and Fats heard the rumor that Mr. Stevenson was an
accomplished cook of Chinese
Cuisine. We immediately buttonholed him and he graciously
agreed to share some recipes with
us. Mr. Stevenson has done a great

job with this issue's column. Thus,
there is nothing left for us to do
except to thank him for his time
and recipes and also to encourage
you to try them out. Really, he
makes it seem quite easy plus you
need not hunt all over town for
unusual ingredients.
For those among you who have
not experienced Chinese Cuisine,
you have a treat in store if you try
either of these recipes. Even those
among you who have indulged,
what you make at home is considerably better than the far at any
except the finest of Chinese restaurants. '
One of the interesting Chinese
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Fats and Lucio us de Ville

dishes is EGG ROLLS. Egg rolls,
to be properly appreciated, should
be served hot with two garnishes.
The two garnishes are very
simple to prepare.
One is a mustard garnish. Add
to dry mustard enough water to
bring the powder to a thick pouriog consistency. That's all there is
to mustard garnish. About 1/8 of
a cup of mustard garnish should
be enough for six egg rolls.
WARNING: Mustard garnish is
powerful stuff. If you are not
familiar with it, use very sparingly
at first. If you wish to clear your
sinus, use just a bit too much.
The other garnish is sweet and
sour sauce, also easy to prepare.
Combine 1/4 cup of plum jelly or
jam with l/4 cup of orange marmalade. Mix in cider vinegar to
taste. It should be sweet and
tangy. Use as much as your sweet
tooth and stomach can stand. ·
Th egg rolls themselves are a
bit more work, but they are worth
every second of your effort. Beat
4 eggs mixed with 1/2 teaspoon of
salt. Pour about 3 tablespoons of
the mixture into a hot greased 9
inch skillet. Titl the skillet quickly
so as to thinly cover the entire
bottom of the skillet with the egg
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3/4 cup cornstarch
1- 20 oz. can pineapple chunks
3/4 cup of cider vinegar
1 teaspoon salt
2 cups beef broth (or one
can will do)

2 tomatoes, each cut in 8
wedges
2 green peppers, cut julienne
Trim the fat and tough membrane from the meat. Cut the
meat into 5/8 inch cubes. If you
like beef well done cut into 1/2
inch cubes. If you like beef rare,
cut into 3/4 inch cubes. 'Ibe 5/~
inch cube should come out about
medium. Beat the eggs with the
garlic. Dip the meat into the mixture. Now comes the messy part
roll the dipped meat in l/2 cup of
cornstarch. Place the coated meat
into 400 degree cooking oil and
deep fry until browned, about
four minutes. Do not overcrowd
the pan. Drain the cooked meat
and set aside.
Drain the pineapple reserving
the syrup. Mix 1/4 cup of cornstarch with the pineapple syrup.
In a sauce pan combine the sugar,
vinegar, salt, broth, and cornstarch pineapple mixture. Stir
over low heat until thickened.
After mixture has thickened, add
th~ beef, peppers, and pineapple.
Simmer until all ingredients are
hot. Add the tomatoes and simmer for five minutes. Serve over
rice or Chinese noodles. Prepared
as indicated above, the peppers
I prefer half shrimp and half
crab meat (fresh or frozen). Even
and pineapple will still be quite
. firm. If you would like the
: peppers and pineapple to be a bit
you may use pork, beef, chicken, · softer, (as we like it), pre-cook the
even hamburger in a pinch. Lefpineapple and peppers in a double
overs are generally better than
boiler. If you do pre-cook, make
fresh. Whatever meat you use
sure you drain the juices off beshould be chopped fairly fine.
fore placing in the hot sauce.
You might serve after the egg
Otherwise your sauce will not stay
rolls SWEET AND SOUR BEEF.
thick.
The ingredients are as follows:
Sweet and Sour Beef is ex•
3 eggs
cellent re-heated. Do not throw
1 clove of garlic, minced
away the leftovers unless the
1-1/2 pounds of sirloin steak
whole batch originally deserved
(other tenderized beef can be pitching.
used)
Good eating!
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mixture. Fry until the bottom
side is browned and the top side is
set. Turn out into a paper towel.
Repeat the process with the remaining egg mixture. This should
make about six thin egg pancakes.
Combine 1/2 pound of meat
(more about the kind of meat
later), 2 teaspoons of, soy sauce, 2
teaspoons of dry sherry, l/2 teaspoon of ground ginger, 2 teaspoons of comstareh, 3 tablespoons of finely chopJ}ed onion,
and l/2 teaspoon of salt.
Divide the mixture among tpe six
egg pancakes. Place the mixture
on the browned side. lbll the egg
pancake up, folding in the ends.
Seal the edges with a mixture of
water and flour. Place enough
cooking oil in a pan to float the
egg rolls. Pre-heat the oil to about
400 degrees. If you do not have
an electric deep fryer that has a
temperature control, check the
cooking oil by throwing a drop of
water on the heated oil. When the
drop of water skates on the sur•face of the oil until boiled away,
your cooking oil is hot enough,
Place the egg rolls into the hot
cooking oil, deep fry until golden
brown. Remove and serve hot
with the garnishes supplied in separate containers for application
by the consumer in accordance
with his or her taste dictates. Be
kind enough to warn the uninitiated about the dangers of the
mustard garnish. Suggest, however, that they utilize both garnishes. The garnishes significantly
enhance the taste of the egg roll.
Inrespecttothemeattoputin
the egg rolls-
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THE DRAB- 1977 IM Football Champions:
From left to right:

Ken Anderson, Jay Lauer, Greg Babcock,

Gerry Kray, Mike Cook, Mike Handlon, Joe Jaskowiak, Dan Lane,
Kneeling: Dan Ostojic, Mike Petkovich, Bumper Hostetler, Keith
''Rafer" Johnson, and John Lanning.
Marching 60 yards late in the
Babcock at the TC 15 yard line.
second half for a TD, the DRAB
After the reception Babs turned
fought back to earn a 12-7 victory
and twisted as if trying to avoid
over the Theta Chis in capturing
reciting in Contracts, to the 3 yd
the campus football championline. The next play Bumper hit
ship. The drive featured some
Jaskowiak· in the end zone to
nifty quarterbacking by Bumper
make the score 12-7.
Hostetler, along with some fine
Up to this point the game had
receiving and blocking.
been a defensive struggle with the
Danny Ostojic, playing his first
TCs drawing first blood early in
game in place of the inJured Dan
the game. FoJlowing a bad punt,
Lane, made the first reception and
the DRAB punched it over the
scampered 15 yards. Bumper frat 40 yard -line. Bumper hit
followed with completions to Babcock and Mike Handlon with
Mike Petkovich, Joe Jaskowiak, short passes before connecting
Greg Babcock and nice scrambling with Ostojic, who made a diving
by htnper when his receivers catch for the first DRAB TD. The
were covered. Bumper then found score remained 7-6
THIRD TIME'S THE CHARM?

BARD Footballers Dumped
by Finalist .Team
for Third Straight Year
Ending
another successful
season on its usual low note the
BARD dropped their IM Tou~ney
opener to the Theta Chis by a 14-0
margin last Friday. The loss
marked the third straight year
that BARD had fallen to a fraternity eight in first round play, as
the Weseman wonders ended their
season with a~4-1-1.
The contest with . the eventual
1M runners-up started out as a
defensive duel (with a little pushing and shoving thrown in to
arouse the crowd.). The squads
traded punts for the first ten to
twelve minutes before th~ TC QB
lofted a blimp pass, with a hang
time of about two hours, which
his split end ran under for the first
score of the game. The extra point
was good and the Frat held a 7-0
lead at the intermission.
The second half was much the
same as the BARD Offense continued to sputter (2-3 first downs
all day) although a short. legal
threat arose when El Baldo Hunt
playing his last game as an
semi-star, connected with· Geof
"Big Wig" Wiggins inside the
Theta Chi 20. A couple of mistakes doomed the lawyers, how- ·

rM

During the seco~d half the
DRAB mounted several drives
that were halted by frat interceptions at "the three and five yard
lines. These marches were marked
by fine offensive line blocking
from Ken "Unsung" Anderson
(The Junior), Keith "Rafer"
Johnson and Mike Handlon. This
fine blocking permitted Bumper
to find his receivers and take in
some of the "scenery" along the
sidelines.
On defense the line of Ostojic,
"Rafer," John Lanning and Big
Gerry Kray were just as imposing
in keeping the pressure on the TC
QB. Kray and Ostojic had important sacks late in ehe game t?
stymy the frat offense. In addttion, Ostojic had his usual blocked
pass. Other blocked passes were
knocked down by Petkovich,
Mike Cook, Jaskowiak, and Coach
of the Year Jay Lauer. (Editorial
Comment-as to Coach of the
Year: DHM).
Good defense was also the highlight of the DRAB's tough .st
game of the season, a 7-0 over
time game in the semi-finals
against the Flying Circus. Each
team had opportunities to score
but the first touchdown was not
registered until Bumper hit Ken
Anderson with a 15 yard toss five
minutes into overtime. Bumper
then connected with "Rafer" for
the extra point.
An earlier score, a 35 yard pass
from Bumper to Babcock was
called back with 53 seconds left in
the game due to a DRAB penalty.
The barristers were once again aided by a tough rush from "Pet "
"Rafe," "Osto," and BigGer th~t
must have made the IC quarterback feel like he was in the midst
of a wild animal act. (He was-DHM) He was forced to hurry his
passes all afternoon, enabling
Mike ''Stone-Hands" Cook to
hold onto one interception and
Dapper Daniel Lane to knock
down a key fourth down pass.
Dan also managed to dislocate his
finger on that play.
The other play-off win was a
21-0 thumping of the Wehrenberg
Warriors. Highlights of ' t&e game
included several 10 yard passes to
Greg Babcock who rambled for
extra yardage after each reception. These help set up a couple of
early TDs, one a short pass to ·
Petkovich and the other a patented Bumper scramble. Gerry Kray
also hauled in a 20 yard TD toss
for the last score. Except for one
play, the DRAB defense did not
permit the freshman offense past
mid-field.

ever, and the Fraters capitalized
on another bomb to reach the
final margin.
The contest marked the end of
the Valpo IM football careers of
Hunt, Wiggins, Steve Sproule, Bob
Stochel, Butch Lauber, Rick
Bolhouse, Joe Simanski, Jeff
Holmstrum, and the only playing
sports-writer in captivity.
Five days before the BARD
captured a share of the independent League Title with a 19-0 win
over :.ad News Brandt. Held to
0-0 at half, the BARD broke on
top with a long scoring drive
.
culminating in a 3 yard "sprint"
(?)by Hunt. Minutes ·later BARD
went to a bit of razzle dazzle as
Hunt hit Bolhous~ on a short pass
The Ken Anderson "Whatever
and Rick latteraled to the trailing the Heck we'yP called it in the
Pride of NY, "Oine,Wruck who
Past" Racquetball tournament
scampered (waddled?) down the
seems to be winding down to its
sideline for six points. Bolhouse
Iogi'cal conclusion. (Thank goodthen pulled in what was an exness). The finals, as casually
treme rarity in 197~ a BARD
predicted by this paper, will feaextra point.· BARD mapped up
t ure No. 1 seed Dapper Dan
the scoring shortly therafter when
Wehrenberg against Kent Schnack
Hunt found Eddy Dierson for 40
(a former tennis great seeking to
yards, then came back, for the last
regain lost glories.) Wehrenberg
time, to Wiggins for a 25-yard TD
moved into the finals with a tough
bomb. 'nle extra point, as usual,
12-16 , 13-21, 21-15 win over
went awry.
Scotty Walden. (Known elsewhere

Racquetball
T 0 llnl.ey
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S Ort. Shorts

by Dave Myers
Having looked at my fearless
forecast for the World Series,
which shall go unrepeated, I decided that my future lay with the
aw, so I went home and studied
for awhile. . . . Congrats and
Kudos to Jay Lauer and the
DRAB for copping the IM Football Title as reported elsewhere
on this page). lllNDSIGHT Dept ..:
What if DRAB were BARD as
regards IM points? Wellll. ·. .
BARD would pick up about 300
more points, and not much more.
With the cross country title, the
;occe.r league title and play-off
wins, and tennis tourney etc,
BARD has already passed the
1,000 mark. . . . Comments on
comments: Overheard at IM foot-

championship tilt with a win over
Ron Johnston.
In the losers bracket, Denny
Carlson must get by Steve Fisher,
while Bill Vogelsang edged Ray
Berger for the chance to go
ball game- "The Law School is
against Walden in the tourney's
famous for hassling referees." complicated playback system.
Come on fellows, compared to Tourney Founder, Anderson the
some of the frats we're practically Elder (and showing it) beat Joe
silent. Besides, what's wrong \\;th Simanski and will play the winner
a little advocacy on the side. . . . of the Ric_h "Tortt•~asor against
Speaking of the fraternities-- Tip
Graftof!" Cagan and Goose Geisler
of the Hat to the Sig Tau's for an match.
extremely well played and well-.,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,.
mannered soccer game last Fridayno fuss, no hassles and no referees.
FIRST YEAR STUDENTS:
Get it together- Basketball season
is just around the corner. Ten man
rosters are allowed- one or· two
nights a week. Get out and exercise! Oh yes, the games are not, ·
that's NOT, scheduled during
finals. . - . Congrat to Fast Fair-

BARD 1977 Intramural Soccer Champions:
Fro!":l left to right: Greg Kahre. John Garber, Dave Myers,
Stan Stt"k, Bruce' Van Heukelem, Scott Walden, Russ Vemir,
. Jeff Holmstrum, Ted Ummel, Stott Wolfram, The Mata Hari eyes:
Kent SchnacK., Butch Lauber
Ray Berger Lee Smiertelny·•
Frank Davila
'
'

BARD Soccer Team
Wins 3-2; IM Champs
Striking early and late in the
first half, the BARD soccer squad
became the third Law School 1M
champion with a 3-2 win over
Wehrenberg III last Wednesday.
BARD drew first blood early
when rookie Ted Ummel's 40 foot
line drive skidded past the W III
goalie in the opening minute.
BARD boosted their lead to 2-0
about eight minutes later when
Big Bruce Van Heukelem, BARD's
leading scorer this year, jammed
his own rebound past the goal
tender. The hopes for a "Iaugher"
faded rapidly when the dorm
squad out hustled the defense for
a score to cut the lawyers' margin
in half. BARD was not to be

denieg however, as with less than
a minute left in the opening frame
the gnarly lover of baked beans,
Boo-Boo Walden, lined a shot off
the goalie's hand at the near post
for the third BARD goal.
The second half was a question
of "hanging on" for BARD's rapidly aging crew of third year
students. An undergrad goal at the
11 minute mark cut the margin to
one, and Butch Lauber had to pull
off a couple of saves to maintain
the lead. With under three
minutes left the W's hit the ~ross
bar and skittered a shot across the
goal-mouth, but the Lady Luck
was with the Legals and BARD
hung on to cop the IM All
Campus socer crown.
•

Leading scorer Bruce Van Heukelem secured the IM crown for
BARD with his hat trick in th.e finals. Here, he moves downfield
as Jeff Holmstrum (white trunks - rij;ht) trails the play.
In Prior Play · . Down 1-0 following an early
PIKE goal, the . Battlin' BARD
soccer squad, paced by Bruce
VanHeukelem's hat trick, rebounded to grab a 4-2 win and
advance into the IM finals last
Monday.
The frat types got on the board
early when they slammed a rebound past goalie Paul "Han.dy
Man" Lauber, but the law kickers
knotted the count within five
minutes when "Rootin' Tootin'
Van Heukelem" headed Boo-Boo
Walden's throwin~ past the PIKE
goalie. The score remained thus
knotted until intermission despite
intense physical play by both
teams. (See"Knot on Ray's Leg"
or "Bruises on Boo-Bor 's Bod"
for reference.)
The Weseman winners broke on
~pear~~ilieseco~~u~~

a BARD shot struck the far goal
post, bounced off Frankie Davila
(who played well filling in for Hot
Foot Holmstrum) and bounced to
the foot of Big Bruce. Shot and
Score-Goal No. 2. BARD then
boosted the margin to 3-1 when,
after styming several PIKE
thrusts, Scott Wolfram, one of
several impressive BARD rookies,
score on a post-penalty direct
kick. The defense them took over
for a period of time, paced by
defensive experts Stanley
"Michigan Was No. 1" Stek and

way Freddie Simonsen for taking
Kent Schnack (former tennis
fJ.rst place, good for 55 big points,
great.)
in the IM golf match. Fred earned
a snappy 72. . . . Con Law Dept.:
Two-Right Side: sitting. (See
For a definition of "facially
~nite Book for proper citing)
neutral" see Ed Grafton who was
about BARD?
so rendered by Rich Cagan in
Congrats are also in order for
their racquetball match, with a · the BARD Soccer Squad who
follow-through• to the forehead ..
moved into the 1M finals with a
Was it Jay Lauer who wrote that
4-2 win over the PIKES. The difnasty gram on the John Wall-Stall
ference between this year and last,

With five minutes left in the
contest Bruce V. added tally number three with a text-book fake
and shot from a difficult angle.
The BARD then settled in to kill
the clock, giving up a gift goal
with 45 seconds left in the game.
The win was the BARD's sixth of
the year against no defeats.
Five days earlier, the BARD
soccer jocks, playing inspired defensive soccer, edged the Sig 'l'au's
to open Tournament Play. In
posing their 2-0 win, the barrister
hooters dominated mid-field play
through-out the contest as CoCapt. "L.Rev." Stek and Raymondo "Chopper" Berger, consistently kept the ball in the offensive end of the field.
Despite their dominance of the
contest, the legal kickers could
not boot · home a ,score in the
'opening half although Frankie
"Taco" Davila came close when
he headed a cross off the crossbar. The second half opened with
a series of BARD shots on goal
being off the mark until, with 12
minutes left in the game, Co-Capt.
"Boo-Boo" Walden, (known for
his gnarly intensity and love of
baked beans) crossed a pass to
Jeff "Hot Foot" Holrnstrum, who
passed rather neatly to the foot of
Big Bruce Van Heukelem for a
shot an_d score. The clincher was
added six minutes later when
Bruce unleased a line-drive from
twenty feet out which got under
the ST goalie. The win boosted
the BARD hooters' overall record
to 5-0 on the year.
according to Capt. Boo·Boo
Walden, are several very good and
consistent first year students ... .
Not much else to talk about .. .
. Thanks for your time this time
'til next time. DHM

